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Hallo all Valies,
I bring you another Comrades Newsletter. Not that there is much else to report on. This is the quiet
season. But, I do hope you are running. Only a few is attending Time trial though. Where are you?
I analysed all Comrades results from 1973 till 2018 to see what we as a Club have achieved. I am not
that fond of statistics, but sometimes it does highlight facts. I found it quite interesting to see how
many silver medals were earned before 1992, but since then a drastic decline. What is also
interesting is the average age of runners.
Time to start training properly! Where are the youngsters? What is your comment on this?
Understandably, some members are offended for my remark in last months’ Newsletter that some
only attend functions if it is free. (My Personal opinion). I do apologise if I generalized through my
comment, it was not intended in that way. Some members did have other commitments and
apologised, thank you
I based it on the fact that 64 people were at the Pre Comrades but only 25 at the Aches and Pains. I
cannot believe that the other 39 people all had an excuse. Are we family or not?

During the group and park run in Meyerton (30th June), some 2018 Comrades runners expressed that
they cannot believe that they did 90k’s just 3 weeks before and is now feeling so unfit.
It shows the power of the mind. It also raises questions regarding training. Where do you start? I
always say first train for distance, then speed. Even after Comrades you should start with building a
base again. Your body endured a lot. Give it time to build up strength.
But is it better to run by set distance or based on time? I found an interesting article. Do what suits
you, but if you want to run: - you need to run.
All the best, see you on the road… running!

In my mind I am 30 – something; my body does not agree.
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Race Calendar: August 2018.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY !
Congratulations to the following members who celebrate their birthday in

01

Charl Beukes

05

Daniel Pienaar

24

Greg Sykora

AUGUST.

From Novice to ASIJIKI – No turning back.

Megans’story

The regret was instant. I had just let slip that I was planning to run the Comrades next year. What had
I just done? I've never been a fan of “all talk and no action” and now I had to “haal uit en wys”. You
know that “butterflies” feeling? That's the feeling I got when I pictured myself running The Ultimate
Human Race. However, at this point in time it was still only a “feeling”.
It was the 4th June 2017 and I had to drag myself out of bed to start studying for one of my final
exams. I switched on the TV and logged on to some random “Comrades tracking” website and
followed Greg Sykora, and two other friends of mine who were also running at the time. Needless to
say, the studying took a back seat as I was now completely and utterly obsessed with this twelve-hour
long broadcast and was sweating bullets waiting for Greg to finish - we all know how he keeps things
interesting towards the end. I saw Greg on TV coming through a tunnel close to the end; he looked
great and was singing and chanting alongside the 12-hour bus.
I wanted to be Greg. I wanted to do this. I wanted to do something extreme and that very day, I
decided, I was going to have to dust off my Nikes and get my act together.
Greg arrived at my house on the Monday evening after, to fetch his daughter's pet chameleon Spike,
who I had been babysitting for the weekend. Then, with a hint of sarcasm, I proceeded to tell him that
I was thinking about doing Comrades next year, just in case he laughed, so that I could also laugh
and pretend I was actually just joking. He looked at me and said “of course you can do it”.
A week later I had joined VAC and was at my first time trial. Listen, I thought I was at the Olympics.
Sexy legs and fancy tekkies was all I saw. I felt so left out, I felt slow, I felt horrible - how had I
become so unfit?! Greg was patient; he was encouraging and helped me over the next few weeks. I
ran my first ever race - the Midas 10km run and definitely lost a lung on the road. Time went by and
my fitness started improving well, so I decided to give the Vaal City half marathon a go. I finished with
a medal and a terrible stress fracture that had me resting for 9 weeks. My Comrades dream was over.
Greg had to go overseas for work and I was left alone with no one to run with and no one to help me
train. I often prayed for guidance and patience and for encouragement so that I was able to carry on
after this injury. A wonderful woman was sent my way. My dearest Engela-Engel. We started training
together and she showed me all the ins and outs. She got me strong and got me fit. Before I knew it, it
was January. Comrades training was now in full force. We decided that it would be best to follow an
actual program, which worked out well. My Comrades entry was indeed confirmed BUT, I still had to
qualify. Another dear friend of mine Margaret, thought it would be fun to 'test the waters' at the Vaal
marathon pre-race. Well, that was a day and a half. My first ever marathon, no amazing 'race day'
atmosphere, an EXTREMELY painful ITB and a few harsh words from Maggie on the road, I
managed to come in with 10 seconds to spare. Well... I thought I was dead at the end of that race. I
felt worse after this qualifier than I did after Comrades.
I was in, I was IN! I was going to actually run The Ultimate Human Race!
The start in batch C was packed. Full of over eager runners like myself. I remember thinking what on
earth have I got myself into? How am I going to run two marathons after each other, and stay alive
during this time? The gun went off sooner than I expected and I felt a cold shiver roll down my spine.
My mother was on the other side of the concentration camp-like fence screaming her lungs out
videoing my every move. I waved modestly as a trotted away into the sea of runners.
I had been going through some horrible personal issues before race day - all my plans had changed
two weeks before possibly one of the biggest and best days of my life. I felt insecure and unsure of
everything, but I knew in my heart that I needed to finish this race to rise above it all. I had spent
weeks and months visualizing and programming the finish into my brain.
Death would come before quitting. We sailed up those hills and before I knew it we were almost half
way. I was so excited to see fellow club mates, my mom, and just any familiar faces along the way.
Seeing the Vaal supporters at Camperdown gave me that extra ‘oomph’ approaching half way, and
then knowing we had more support with coffee and potato pancakes further down was such a
comforting thought. That was one of the highlights of the day, and what a beautiful day it was.
My mother’s face beamed with pride as she spotted my striped vest in the crowd. She frantically
applied more anti-chafe cream under my arms, fed me more rehydrate and spoke words of
encouragement. She told me I looked great and that I had this in the bag.

Now for the famous “comrades only starts at 60km” part. I felt strong – I couldn’t believe it, I had never
felt this good after a 42km race.
The downhill’s had started becoming uncomfortable – every step down felt more and more like “snap,
crackle, pop”. Then my feet started to become most uncomfortable. With every brush of my sock
against my foot, the skin had completely come off my toe. Both my big toenails were knocking on
heaven’s door and the arches of my feet were aching and longing for a little rub.
I had an incredible race. No tears (okay, only in the beginning and at the end), no nausea, no
cramping, no bailer bus searching, no mistakes, perfect hydration. I consider myself blessed and
lucky to have had wonderful running partners on the day who also helped me get through the worst. It
was hard, but it was very doable. As a novice experiencing this, I would strongly recommend some
intense ‘mental prep’ for a first time run, as without this you won’t easily make it.
Comrades humbled me – here, you are better than no one. Anyone who has the endurance mentally, emotionally and physically deserves respect. It gave me the opportunity to think about
things that would not normally occur to me anywhere else, like how long it took the painter to paint
each white stripe on the road or how many litres of water that big tree in the distance has consumed
over the last 10 races. It’s random, it’s heavy and it’s raw. Oh, and CATEYES! Stay away from those
bloody things; I nearly lost my front teeth tripping over those!
I could see that beautiful stadium… It was getting closer and closer but it annoys the hell out of you
because how bloody far can it still be? It was 17h00 and we met up with Engela again. I had 30min to
finish 3km, I could not believe this! As long as I stayed in front of the 12-hour bus I would make it. It
was about 2km from the finish and we could hear the crowds. My toe was so sore I tried to physically
absorb the pain in other parts of my body. When I reached the “Toyota” banners that pain in my toe
disappeared. I was so excited. I have goose bumps typing this right now.
The feeling is indescribable. Through the tunnel we went, and those lights shine right into your face,
the lights of damn champions! I heard my mother screaming like a 2-year-old throwing a tantrum and
tried to look at her so she could calm down and know that I knew she was there – bless her heart. We
made it – we were 100m from the finish line. Greg, Engela and I grabbed each other’s hands and we
just ran our hearts out! What an honour finishing with such amazing people in a stadium full of
wonderful supporters and fellow runners who are all very dear to my heart. I sobbed and sobbed and
sobbed. I couldn’t believe it. They gave us our very well-deserved medal (I almost didn’t see it
because it’s so damn small and looks like a 5c) and then Engela and I gave each other one look and
that look meant… “TOILET!”
I have heard many people say “you shouldn’t start running just to run the Comrades”, well you know
what? I needed something this extreme to motivate me and change my life – and it’s done just that.
The entire “experience” has been something I will treasure forever, and I will most likely also run
forever thanks to Comrades. It’s not just the race; it’s everything else that goes with it.
ASIJIKI – No turning back.
Once again, to all the runners & supporters who spread the love along the way, before and after the
race – THANK YOU! I am officially hooked and my blood is green #VAC.

Thank you for the opportunity to share this with everyone.

Megan

The COMRADES Marathon.

WHAT DOES THE HISTORY OF COMRADES SHOW OF VAAL AC?
th

I summarised the results of all VAC runners since the Club was established on the 19 of September
1973.
Some facts:
735 Individual Runners completed Comrades in Vaal AC Colours since 1973.
Of these, ONLY 50 runners earned their permanent numbers in Club colours to date. (See list)
Of these 50 runners, only 22 went for 12 or more runs.
89 Runners managed sub 7:30 for a Silver or Gold medal with 194 medals in total.
308 Runners did only ONE Comrades Marathon and 166 Runners did 2 runs thus far.
25 runners are named Johan, 15 - Pieter, 13 - Jan, and 10 - Kobus.

Top Achievements.
Since 1973 we only had 2 Gold medal winners, Deon Holtzhausen and Koos Sutherland.
Koos, a Policeman, was the first runner to get 3 gold medals in the 3 years he ran for the Club.

Deon Holtzhausen, a teacher, got 4 Gold and 5 Silver medals in the 9 years he was a Club Member.

Ampie Hattingh was the first member to ‘un-officially’ complete 10 Comrades in Club colours; the
1972 run was before the Club was established but the 1972 results show he ran for VAC.
He and Jonathan Gardner were thus the first to complete 10 Comrades marathons; from 1973-1982.
Based on the finishing time for 1982, Jonathan would be the first. (See further below)

Only 2 members succeeded in running 10 silvers in 10 consecutive years.
The first was Jonathan Gardner. He was also the first VAC runner to complete the Race in 1973 with
Ampie Hattingh second, the only two VAC Runners in that year. (Permanent number 894).
Name

Year

Direction

Time

Jonathan Gardner

1973

Down

07:01:00

Jonathan Gardner

1974

Up

06:49:00

Jonathan Gardner

1975

Up

06:49:00

Jonathan Gardner

1976

Down

07:04:00

Jonathan Gardner

1977

Up

06:40:00

Jonathan Gardner

1978

Down

06:40:00

Jonathan Gardner

1979

Up

06:59:06

Jonathan Gardner

1980

Down

06:53:00

Jonathan Gardner

1981

Up

07:28:10

Jonathan Gardner

1982

Down

07:17:21

Johnny Terblanche was the second athlete to achieve 10 silvers from 10 starts. Only one race over 7
hours! (Permanent number 3663).
Name

Year

Direction

Time

Johnny Terblanche

1987

Up

07:15:07

Johnny Terblanche

1988

Up

06:49:52

Johnny Terblanche

1989

Down

06:19:45

Johnny Terblanche

1990

Up

06:28:08

Johnny Terblanche

1991

Down

06:09:23

Johnny Terblanche

1992

Up

06:32:58

Johnny Terblanche

1993

Down

06:47:50

Johnny Terblanche

1994

Up

06:33:55

Johnny Terblanche

1995

Down

06:31:30

Johnny Terblanche

1996

Up

06:36:46

3 men have double green Numbers;
Arthur Doyle
20 (10 - 1989; 20 - 2000) (Permanent number 1670)
Michael Gaade 21 (10 - 1993; 20 – 2003; 21 in 2010) (Permanent number 9599)
Steve Jackson 21 (10 - 2003; 20 - 2015) (Permanent number 31813)
49 Ladies ran the Comrades Marathon.
History:
In 1974, Alet Kleynhans entered for the Comrades Marathon. (Woman was excluded from running it,
believing that they could not run that far and it was for white male athletes only, until 1975)
This entry raised heavy reaction from the Comrades Organisers as ladies were not allowed to enter
for the Comrades during this time. Their comments as well as a copy of the rules were sent to Vaal
Athletic Club. (See History of the Club)
Alet Kleynhans however did take part in the Comrades Marathon, but as an unofficial athlete. We do
not know her finishing time.

Pam Henderson is the first official VAC Lady runner in 1983. (Though in the top 10, in 1983 a gold medal
was awarded to the female winner for the first time. In 1988, this was extended to the first 3 female finishers, then
to the first 5 female finishers from 1995, and from 1998 onward to the first 10 female finishers, on par with the
male race.)

Heather Kappmeier (Permanent number 10805), is the fastest of all VAC ladies, running a silver of
th
7:16 in 1995 for a 14 place overall. She was the first Vaal Triangle lady to earn a silver medal.
She was also the first VAC Lady to earn honorary colours for 10 Comrades marathons. (In 2000)
Name

Year

Direction

Time

Heather Kappmeier

1991

Down

08:57:13

Heather Kappmeier

1992

Up

07:58:07

Heather Kappmeier

1993

Down

07:59:53

Heather Kappmeier

1994

Up

07:38:40

Heather Kappmeier

1995

Down

07:16:05

Heather Kappmeier

1996

Up

07:41:31

Heather Kappmeier

1997

Down

08:30:17

Heather Kappmeier

1998

Up

08:17:28

Heather Kappmeier

1999

Down

08:29:23

Heather Kappmeier

2000

Up

08:18:58

4 Ladies got their Permanent green number in VAC Colours.
Heather Kappmeier
Annemie Peche
Margaret Labuschagne
Louise Smith

(10 - 2000) (Permanent number 10805)
(10 - 2001) (Permanent number 23965)
(10 - 2004, 20 – 2015) (Permanent number 17263)
(10 - 2008) (Permanent number 25621)

Ladies Double Green
Margaret Labuschagne is the only lady to achieve a Double Green number and has completed the
most runs overall in Club Colours: a total of 23 and counting!
Margaret has never run a Comrades over 11 hours. Her finishing times is between 9:22 and 10:55
Her PB for the down run is 9:22, and for the up run; 9:25. Remarkable.

The VAAL AC GREEN NUMBER CLUB.
Name
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

Jonathan Gardner
Ampie Hattingh
Bruce Mahood
Leon Kahn
Jonathan Such
Ray Powell
Chris De Waal
Gerald Leeson
John Nott
Peter Martin
Arthur Doyle
Pieter Engelbrecht
Robin Swatton
Cyril Buttrick
August Leibach
Ronnie Hamilton
Titus Dlalda
Johnny Simpson
Michael Gaade
Bill Parsons
John Silverthorne
Leon Geldenhuys
Trevor Nienaber
Delport Onvlee
Ivan Holden
Amos Thokoane
Hennie Smith
Johan Oosthuizen
Johnny Terblanche
Pieter Du Plessis
Solly De Villiers
Bennie Botha
Christo Brink
Rooie Robbertse
Phillip Maphumulo
Johan Grant
Gert Flynn
Heather Kappmeier
Niekie Pretorius
Annemie Peche
Steve Jackson
Gellie Bibis
Margaret Labuschagne
Cor Grey
Arthur Cameron
Louise Smith
Stephen Smith
Gys Van Den Berg
David Smith
Khabi Motaung

Race No

1st run

10th Year

# Runs to Date

894
1400
1548
205
1620
3539
1115
4003
969
3368
1670
3243
358
343
7980
4080
27285
469
9599
2144
2675
6304
10148
12084
1840
16739
12390
4251
3663
10352
4053
15031
15118
1469
12164
19352
24325
10805
11763
23965
31813
6321
17263
16032
12440
25621
39514
33095
40839
40459

1973
1973
1974
1977
1977
1978
1979
1978
1979
1978
1980
1978
1980
1980
1983
1982
1983
1983
1984
1983
1982
1985
1984
1986
1986
1986
1986
1986
1987
1987
1986
1985
1988
1988
1989
1990
1991
1991
1991
1992
1994
1994
1993
1995
1989
1995
2000
2003
2006
2007

1982
1982
1984
1986
1987
1987
1988
1988
1988
1988
1989
1989
1989
1990
1992
1992
1992
1993
1993
1994
1994
1994
1994
1995
1995
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1997
1997
1997
1998
1999
2000
2000
2000
2001
2003
2004
2004
2005
2007
2008
2009
2013
2015
2016

11
12
10
10
11
12
10
10
10
10
20
10
11
10
12
11
19
10
21
10
10
11
11
13
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
17
14
16
12
12
12
10
10
12
21
10
23
16
10
14
19
14
12
12

Summary of all results from 1973 to 2018.
(NOTE: The Bill Rowan medal for sub 9, was introduced in 2000, The Vic Clapham medal for sub 12 in 2003)

WHAT YOU CAN TEACH YOURSELF ABOUT YOURSELF.
During the early years of my running career, after a few comrades had been completed, one starts to
look for new more different challenges.
The one that sprung to mind at that stage, was the Washie 160 km, mere mortals cannot run so far I
thought, run from East London to the little seaside town of Port Alfred 160 km away. Almost a lonely
and forgotten little village, run in mid-winter at full moon, when the spooks, dogs and baboons are
very active and silence is golden.
Training consisted of a few long-long runs to see how my body reacted. This included running alone
from my home to South Gate in Johannesburg and then at least half way back. This was a
physiological test to see how my body would react to this very long test. Well after something to eat
and drink at South Gate, the journey home; with me feeling strong and positive; so upon completion,
step one was positive.
Step two, Ilse and I weren’t married at that stage, but were in the same church together. The minister
at that stage was beginning to run, when he heard that I was a regular Comrades competitor he
became my instant best friend, required all my hard earned knowledge and assistance and ran for a
good year before Comrades, so he was generally fairly well prepared, requested, i.e. insisted on my
support in the event.
The Washie requires you to bring all your own eats and drinks and seconds for the run and then I in
my wisdom asked the minister to be my second, which he agreed to.
Comrades came and went with the minister being a happy chappie with his medal. So I had done my
part of the bargain.
Washie was now about 5 to 6 weeks away. I kept my preparation going, one week, before the race a
telephone call, he tells me that he cannot help me any longer the reason is no longer in my mind. I
thought that I was going to run with Ilse as my second, come hell or high water,
The event starts on a Friday early evening and finishing about 30 hours later.
We get to the start venue and faf about. Eventually find a second whose runner had withdrawn who
was now prepared to help me. He would use his own vehicle and Ilse would use ours.
The field is relatively small, less than 50 competitors, so you are split from the major group fairly
quickly. My group was about 4 to 6 runners and we kept each other company for several hours.
Eventually we are all separated but we soldier onwards.
They have a Comrades halfway spilt for a time recording which I ran at that stage faster than my
Comrades split, so all was well and I felt positive. But you must remember you are very much on your
own, with occasional barking dogs and baboons.
One eats and drinks on a regular basis, eventually you get to the Chalumna mountains and what as I
see is red stars up in the heavens which causes much confusion in my mind, but eventually come to
the conclusion that the red stars are in fact tail lights of cars high up on this mountain pass.
Then a while further on I need to eat and I stop Ilse, she gets out the car to help me without pulling
the cars handbrake up. The vehicle starts to move downhill towards the river. From being a long
distance runner I now become a sprinter to catch up to the car. Many giggles later I am well fed and
then on my way.
My other second was very helpful in running parts of the way with me so that I could judge my own
effort.

The only problem I had during the run in the early morning was a runner sitting on the side of the
road; - ''stukkend'. I spent time with him until he got going again, then he promptly ran away from me;
the joys of life.
I finished my run about midday; time 18h 38m 21s. Happy with my run and for Ilse’ input.
I married her 5 months later. Like real gentle man, my body and mind looked after me during the
adventure and you become aware of yourself and abilities. Don’t under estimate yourself, be positive.
Gentleman; as Nike says, “You can do it”.
Regards,
ARTHUR DOYLE

Arthur Doyle was the First VAC Member to earn a Double Green Comrades number. (PB of 8:45)

WASHIE 100 MILE ULTRA: VAC History.
The story from Arthur prompted me to have a look at all the Washie results. I included Manie
Saayman as a former member. His record of 13h:13m stood for 30 years before Johan van der
Merwe improved the time to 13:07:05 in 2014. (4:55/km)
YEAR

POS

SURNAME

NAME

SEX

C LUB

RUNS

1/4 way

1/2 way

Finish

1981

1

Saayman

Manie

M

Spectrum

1

03.13.35

06.31.05

13.48.05

1981

25

Doyle

Arthur

M

VAAL AC

1

04.03.18

08.45.13

18.38.21

1982

1

Saayman

Manie

M

Spectrum

2

3.14.00

6.34.24

13.13.38

1982

58

Venter

Flip

M

Vaal AC

1

4.04.45

9.23.50

22.14.05

1985

1

Saayman

Manie

M

Spectrum

5

03:08

6.26.04

13.41.59

1985

57

Venter

N

M

Vaal AC

1

04:39

9:50,20

23.16.30

1985

58

Van der Linde

J

M

Vaal AC

1

04:39

9:50,20

23.16.30

1991

11

Hamilton

Robert

M

Vaal AC

1

03:46

08:02

16.53.07

1995

17

Van der Berg

Almarie

F

Vaal AC

1

04:27:00

09:15:00

19.39.37

1995

18

Strydom

Annetjie

F

Vaal AC

1

04:27:00

09:15:00

19.39.37

The 2 VAC ladies did it together in 1995; stride for stride and a “flip of the coin” decided who was first.
nd

2018 is the 42 running of the event.

Race Results
Knysna Forest 21km 7 July 2018
Melanie Adendorf
Erik Adendorf
David Smith

02:37:22
02:37:23
02:04:13

Rundela (Johannesburg - 15/07/2018)

Jacques Burger

- 27KM

02:19:56

Midas Winter Run:. 28 July 2018
Only a few Runners of our Club supported the
race, (Not good), but it was SA 21 Champs and
there was Cross Country as well.
Robert did his first race in VAC Colours and
Sharon proudly pinned her brand new 60 age tag
on her vest. NICE!

Hell is not marketing material for heaven

June 13, 2018 Stephan Joubert

Jesus never used hell as “marketing material” for heaven. He never scared people with it so that they
would choose heaven out of fear for the eternal fire. Jesus actually only talked about the eternal
judgement when callous religion was within His aim.
When He was with His favourite people, namely sinners and those who were lost, His language was
inviting. It was brimming with forgiveness and mercy. With Jesus they could hear that He was the
Bread of life and the Light for the world. They also heard that He was the Way, the Truth and the Life.
Broken people seldom had to pray a “sinner’s prayer” in Jesus’ presence. Their broken hearts about
their sins and mistakes were more than enough for Him. Take the sinful woman who drenched Jesus’
feet in tears without saying a word in Juke 7. Right there Jesus told her that her sins are forgiven and
that she may live in peace before God.
God’s love is the magnet. Jesus who came to give peace and abundance is the reason why we
believe, not the fear of hell.

Die pyn van nié-iets-hê-nie

July 13, 2018

deur Milanie Vosloo

Elkana sê toe vir haar: “Hoekom huil jy so? En hoekom eet jy nie? Waaroor is jy so omgekrap? Is ek
nie vir jou beter as tien kinders nie?” 1 Samuel 1:8
Dis nie lekker om nié iets te hê nie. Veral nie as dit iets is wat ons met ons hele hart begeer nie. En as
ons vir jare oor iets gebid het en daarop gehoop het en dit steeds nie het nie, kan ons nogal maklik só
gefokus op ons “leemte” raak dat ons totaal en al vergeet wat ons reeds het. Soos die arme Hanna
wat nie kinders kon hê nie en wat later ‘n groot leë plek in haar hart gehad het wat maar net nie gevul
kon word nie.
Heel dikwels kan ander mense nie jou spesifieke leemte verstaan nie. “Jy het dan so baie om voor
dankbaar te wees”, sal hulle sê. “Waarom sal so iets ‘kleins’ jou dan so ontstel?”, sou hulle vra. Die
waarheid is dat daardie gat in jou hart jóú werklikheid is – ongeag al die ander dinge in ons lewe. En
dat daar dikwels net één Iemand is wat dit werklik verstaan: Jou Skepper wat jou en jou behoeftes
ken.
As jy iemand is met ‘n groot leemte, bid ek dat die Vader ‘n groot pleister oor jóú hartswond sal sit.
Weet dat, as dit sý wil is, Hy met sy wonderlike manier van werk oor tyd wel genesing vir jou seer sal
gee.
Vader, U ken my hart. Daarom vertrou ek U. Ongeag.

Time Trail and Group runs.
TAKE NOTE:

PLEASE

WINTER Start time: 17h30

Wear white or bright colours to Time Trial.
Please wear a reflective belt!
We need to be safety conscious whilst running.

We invite all to come and join us on a Tuesday at 17H30. All friends and Walkers are welcome too.
This is where we as runners and Club meet, run a bit, socialize some more and where you can find
out about upcoming races.
Group runs for the coming Saturday is also discussed and time, distance and venue set.
Normally group runs are from Virgin Active in Three Rivers from 07h00, in WINTER.

rd

There was no Rat race on the 3 of July, only 5 souls braved the cold.
th

NOTE: The next Race Against Time will take place on Tuesday, August 7 , 2018 at 17:30.
Too cold for Bring and Braai?
What about a quick coffee at the closest restaurant?

Certificate for Time Trial Attendance.
Please remember that you can earn this Certificate. It ends at the end of September. Can you still
make it?

Gold:
Silver:
Bronze:

40+ Time Trials
30+ Time Trials
20+Time Trials.

8 Time Trails left till end of September!
How many do you need to get a bronze, silver or gold? Check below!

2018 Time Trials JUNE-JULY
Name
05-Jun 12-Jun 19-Jun 26-Jun 03-Jul 10-Jul 17-Jul 24-Jul Points total
?? (2)
39.03 (8) 31.14 (6) 28.06(6) 38.08 (8) 30.5 (6)
Beukes, Charl
31
42.04 (6)
Botha, Bennie
5
Burger, Jacques
3
Burke, Waldo
3
31.29
(6)
Claassen, Johan
5
Coetzer, Kees
14
Day, Megan
9
Dibakwane, Reneilwe
7
Engelbrecht, Ettienne
5
34.45 (6) ?? (2) 34.50 (6) 34.39 (6) 33.32 (6) 34.57(6) 31.56 (6) 32.23 (6)
Gloy, Alf
39
30.36
(6)
31.14
(6)
30.5
(6)
Grey, Cor
28
30.5
(6)
Hamilton, Erica
25
Hamilton, Robert
3
Hunter, Bridget
1
24.06
(4)
Jackson, Steve
13
?? (2) 42.04 (6)
32.53 (6)
29.47 (4)
Koorts, Maria
17
?? (2) 34.50 (6)
32.53 (6)
31.56 (6) 32.23 (6)
Koorts, Paul
30
Kotzee, Engela
9
Manye, Reggie
5
33.54 (6)
McTavish, Robert
3
31.09 (6)
24.06 (4)
Motaung, December
4
39.04
(8)
39.42
(8)
Motaung, Maria
14
Mouton, Johan
1
Mouton, Ruan
14
35.46 (6) 35.40 (6) 36.59 (6) 40.12 (7) 39.40 (7) 47.1 (8)
Nel, Andries
35
43.00
(8)
Nieuwoudt, Henri
3
?? (8)
Pienaar, Bethany
2
Pienaar, Daniel
3
45.00 (6) 42 (6)
Pienaar, Kathy
7
??
(8)
Pienaar, Raymond
11
?? (2) 31.09 (6) 39.03 (8)
38.08 (8)
Pienaar, Simon
28
?? (2)
Pienaar, Wayne
27
??
(2)
Preston , Michelle
11
Smith, Stephen
17
29.47 (4)
Sykora, Greg
10
28.30 (6) 36.13 (8)
27.45 (6)
Van den Berg, Gys
22
30.36
(6)
Van Rensburg, Leon
20
36.14 (6)
Van Rooyen, Helene
22
30.36 (6)
31.09 (6) 28.30 (6) 31.14 (6) 28.06 (6) 27.45 (6) 30.5 (6)
Van Wyk, Roelof
41
33.01
(6)
??
(2)
35.46
(6)
35.40
(6)
32.58
(6)
40.12
(7)
39.40
(7)
47.1
(8)
Zeelie, Sharon
41
Mpukula, Sannah
9
Israel
9

12 Little (and Big) Things to Be Grateful for in Life

http://www.virtuesforlife.com

When we are grateful, we have made a choice for positivity. In fact, feeling grateful increases our
happiness by 25 percent as discovered by Robert Emmons, PhD, a scientific expert on gratitude. Yet,
for many of us, gratitude doesn’t come easy. We may forget about it or not feel so grateful when we
are going through tough times like a job or relationship loss. But it’s during these times of hurt that
gratitude can help change how we see things. We may see or eventually see, by looking on the
brighter side, that in our loss, we can now find a career or person more suited for us.
In essence, the practice of gratitude helps change our perspective from what we lack to all that we
have. And the expression of our gratitude will brighten someone’s day.
These things to be grateful for below may be little to some people and big (health for example) to
others. Raising our awareness of their value in our lives can help us start to notice all the good that
surrounds us.
1. Routine – We can go for years without any unwelcome change. Then, in an instant, life changes
dramatically. A loved one passes away, a job is lost or a health issue arises. It’s moments like this
when we long for our routine back because of the comfort and normalcy it brings. No matter how
mundane we may think our routine is, knowing it can go away quickly helps us to appreciate it more.
2. Health – “Health is not valued until sickness comes,” said Historian Thomas Fuller. How true! Just
to wake up in the morning feeling good, without any sickness or pain in our bodies is a tremendous
gift. The moment we don’t feel well all we want is to get better again.
3. The outdoors – Research has shown that enjoying nature can help relieve stress and increase
mental and physical health. This is why so many people enjoy gardening, hiking, golf, biking, fishing,
and walking through the woods. Each week spend some time outdoors, away from all electronics
and see how good it feels.
4. An engaging book – To immerse ourselves in a thrilling murder mystery, riveting romance novel,
or inspiring biography is to escape the world. Reading not only increases our knowledge and
improves memory but also relaxes us as we focus on the story, letting our worries and anxieties melt
away.
5. Pets – Pets bring so much love and joy to our lives. Research has shown that the simple act of
petting your cat or dog can reduce blood pressure and give us a sense of well-being. A pet is
especially valuable if you live alone. You can talk to him or her, receive and give affection. They also
help us get exercise by walking the pet (even cats!), if we don’t like going to the gym.
6. Chocolate – One of life’s most delicious and decadent foods is chocolate. Of course, not everyone
likes it but for those of us who do, it’s heavenly. Author Doreen Pendgracs loves chocolate so much
so that she travels around the world in search of the best chocolate.
7. A hot cup of coffee or tea – A steamy hot cup of robust coffee in the morning is how many of us
happily start our day. It’s something to look forward to and can help to wake us up. For tea lovers,
there is nothing like an aromatic herbal tea to calm and soothe us in the afternoon or evening.

8. Potential – With each new day, we have opportunities—the opportunity to be kinder, to pursue a
creative endeavour, to quit a bad habit―the possibilities are endless. Pursuing opportunity helps
fullfill our potential and better ourselves. We are fortunate that we have this ability as human beings
because it makes our lives so rich.
9. Clean water – The Water Project reports that 783 million (1 in 9) people do not have access to
clean water. This statistic is staggering, and it sheds light on the extreme value of safe water to drink.
Think of the many ways we use water like to wash our clothes, take a warm shower and quench our
thirst. Water is life giving and a precious commodity.
10. Home – Where we live is our sanctuary, a place where we enjoy alone time or time with family
and friends. It’s our resting place after a long day at work and shelter from storms. Thinking about
the devastating effects of hurricanes, fires and earthquakes that wipe out entire homes and all its
contents is unimaginable. Yet, it happens. Love the home you have without wanting more because it
is a huge blessing.
11. Love – The love and support of our family and friends makes us feel valued and special. We can
easily take this love for granted because of life’s obligations and stresses. Next time you see a loved
one, express your gratitude for all he or she has done for you. You’ll feel great and the receiver of
your gratitude will too.
12. The moments of our lives – Think of how many good moments you had just today. Maybe you
received an unexpected kiss from your spouse or child or had a great laugh. An old friend might have
called you, you saw a great movie, ate a delicious meal, or accomplished a goal. Cherish the small
and big moments because they make up this one beautiful, precious gift―the gift of life.

What is the difference between being grateful and thankful?
But that's just it; they're feelings. The Oxford Dictionary defines the word "grateful" as
"showing an appreciation of kindness." This where the difference lies; being thankful is a
feeling. Being grateful is an action.

NOW READ THIS PLEASE
If you read the above and is grateful for it all, then it is time to think how you can show your
gratitude and appreciation for what you have.
Then take the challenge of Robert to heart and act upon it, please.
I thank you.

‘Hope begins with you’
Bank Account Name:

The Sunflower Fund

Bank: ABSA Bank; Account No.: 4051834719; Branch: Plumstead; Branch Code: 632005
Reference: DBNM4H2 + (name of sponsor)

Race report.
Pics from Knysna Forest marathon start for newsletter. I did a slow 2h04. First half 1hr09!!! Crazy
busy and just NO Space to overtake. Nice fast second half. I saw and chatted to Eric and Melanie
Adendorf on route. Stunning weekend and worth doing. Cheers. Davy

Cross Country – 21/7/2018
Our cross country league was hosted at Suiderlig High School. Thanks to Gys who organised it all,
from doing the route, chevron and all. It was good to see a lot of youngsters running for our Club and
they did well! Congratulations to all who ran.

Health.
The surprising health benefits of these 7 common nuts
Um, did somebody say weight loss?

Amy Hopkins

We’re nutty over the health benefits of these awesome snacks. Besides good fat and protein, all nuts
offer their own specific nutrient combination and some have extra-special healing properties.

Nuts can boost your health, help you lose weight and get your skin glowing.
1. For bone strength: Almonds
Something you might not have known is that almonds contain phosphorus. This helps maintain and
build the strength and durability of bones and teeth and helps prevent conditions like osteoporosis.
2. For brain function: Walnuts
A study in college students from Andrews University in the US found that eating walnuts increased a
measure of cognition called inferential reasoning, suggesting that walnuts may have beneficial effects
on the brain. Whoop! Have some of those before your next brainstorm session.
They’re also really great for your heart health, including helping to lower blood pressure and improve
the blood flow through the circulatory system, per a study from Yale University School of Medicine.
Because walnuts are high in fibre as well as protein, they actually help you feel fuller for longer, so
they’re a great snacking option for vegans and those trying to lose weight.
3. For lowering blood pressure: Cashews
Besides their ability to become extra-creamy nut butter, cashews lower blood pressure: One study
from North-West University in Potchefstroom found that a diet containing 20% of your kilojoule intake
from cashews improved blood pressure in people with metabolic syndrome.
Another study from the same South African university revealed that inclusion of walnuts and cashew
nuts into a prudent diet resulted in an increased antioxidant capacity. So you can get more of those
cancer-fighting benefits.

Did you know that high levels of fatty acids and protein combined can help the nervous system
combat depression? That’s basically all nuts!
4. For reproduction: Brazil nuts
Brazil nuts are an incredibly rich source of selenium: A mineral that acts as an antioxidant but also
plays other crucial roles in body functioning… Such as proper sperm motility. Selenium also helps
increase blood flow, so make sure your man is getting his handful of Brazil nuts a day, which more
than meets the daily required intake of selenium.
Selenium also helps to keep your kidneys healthy and boosts your immunity and thyroid functioning.
5. For a healthy heart: Macadamia nuts
Having a handful of nuts a day also helps reduce bad cholesterol (LDL) and increases your good
cholesterol (HDL), say results from the Clinical Nutrition and Risk Factor Modification Center in
Canada. Macadamias are 100% cholesterol-free!
They are also full of flavonoids, which turn into antioxidants when we consume them, helping us fight
cell damage. And lower blood pressure. And just like almonds, they’re great inflammation fighters. All
of this makes them an excellent heart-health boosting food.
6. For easing PMS symptoms: Pecans
Packed with manganese – which also supports bone health by the way – pecans can actually help
ease PMS symptoms. Manganese has been shown to reduce mood swings and cramps, especially
when combined with calcium (to aid absorption).
Pecans also contain polyphenols, which act as antioxidants. One study showed that people who ate
pecans for four weeks as 20% of their daily kilojoule intake showed an improved antioxidant profile in
their blood. Boom! That’s a serious cancer-fighting food!
7. For youthful skin: Hazelnuts
Numerous studies have shown that hazelnuts can increase the amount of vitamin E in your blood. It’s
the key vitamin for healthy skin, hair and nails! Something you didn’t know about vitamin E? It’s been
linked to less cognitive decline as we age and it may help prevent and treat diseases like dementia
and Alzheimer’s. While we’re on the noggin, hazelnuts also contain thiamine, which plays a crucial
role in nerve function and cognitive function.
In a recent study published in Nutritional Neuroscience, hazelnuts were tested for their
neuroprotective qualities. When provided as a dietary supplement, hazelnuts were able to improve
healthy ageing, improve memory and hinder anxiety. Sign us up!
They also contain folate, which helps spine and brain development of your baby during pregnancy.
This article was originally published on www.womenshealthsa.co.za

Training advice
Miles vs. Minutes: Which Is A Better Training Method?

Jeff Gaudette | February 13, 2014

Is it better to train by minutes or by tracking miles? It’s a question many runners ponder, but like
almost everything in running, there isn’t a definitive answer. For some runners, training by time
provides a more flexible and adaptable plan. For others, training by mileage offers a quantitative
element necessary to quench their thirst for data.
In this article, we’ll look at some of the strengths and weaknesses of each method in the context of
important training components and suggest which method might be best for you based on your
experience level and training needs.
Run by time
Adhere to the appropriate training effort.
Perhaps the greatest benefit to training by minutes rather than by miles is that it’s easier to adhere to
the proper training effort of a given run. For example, when training by time, 60 minutes is 60 minutes,
so running faster only makes it harder. On the other hand, when you train by distance, there is always
the temptation to run faster, either to finish sooner or to pad your ego.
This is important because for many runners, one of the primary causes of injury is progressing at a
rate too fast for the structural system to adapt. From a physiological perspective, your aerobic system
improves at a faster rate than your tendons, ligaments and muscles. As such, you’re able to run faster
without breathing harder, but your body isn’t yet ready to handle that increase in pace. Training by
time, rather than miles, can often help you slow down by not having the internal motivation to speed
up needlessly.
Further, running faster on easy days is not a sign that you’re getting fitter and it’s not inherently better
than running slow. Not only does running faster on easy day negatively impact your ability to recover
between hard workouts, but research shows there is a “grey zone” in training (usually between 15 to
60 seconds slower than marathon pace) that does not provide additional aerobic benefit.
Training by minutes is ideal for those runners that can’t seem to slow down on their easy days and
who always want to push the pace. Since ego is removed from the equation, you’ll naturally begin to
run by feel and the appropriate effort.
You’re returning to training or you’re a beginner runner.
Sometimes, knowing your exact pace can be demoralizing. For experienced runners returning from
downtime or building back up after an injury, the ability to compare previous workouts to current
fitness can be a tough pill to swallow. This feeling is often the reason runners avoid downtime after a
race or why they push too fast coming back from an injury.
Likewise, many beginner runners are ashamed of their pace. They’re always comparing their speed to
that of their peers or some imaginary conception of how fast they think “real runners” run. Not only is
this counter-productive, but it can be demoralizing enough to cause beginners to quit.
Running easy days by time and implementing fartlek workouts rather than track intervals will help
eliminate these two potential issues and help keep you motivated without pushing beyond your
current fitness capabilities.

Run by distance
Learning the art of pacing
Pacing is a critical skill for a runner to learn. Running just a few seconds too fast or too slow at any
point during a race could change your primary energy system and spell disaster for a personal record
attempt. Unfortunately, learning to pace is also hard. It takes lots of practice and there are no
shortcuts.
Training by miles gives you visual and quantitative feedback that makes it easier to hone in on
specific paces, whereas time cues, which can only be imagined, are cognitively more challenging and
are not directly observable. Admittedly, with the pace tracking devices available today, you could run
for time and still control pace. However, if you’re tracking both pace and time run, you’re simply
shooting for an arbitrary distance. Running five minutes at 10-minute per mile pace is going to be 800
meters. At this point, you might as well just set out to run 800-meter repeats.
Use the pace feedback a track or a well measured course to improve your pacing abilities. If you
consistently find you’re one of those runners who start a race way too fast, only to fade at the end,
training by miles might be the right choice for you.
Race specificity
Another critical skill to racing is teaching yourself how to push, especially in the final portions of the
race. As many experienced runners know, racing hard requires taking your pain threshold to another
level. You can’t expect yourself to perform such a difficult task during a race if you never get close to it
in training.
As discussed in the previous section, when training by minutes, it’s difficult to cognitively process how
much time is remaining during a repeat. Research on the brain has shown that when there is a
cognitive disconnect about how much longer you have to run, the brain protects itself by convincing
the body it can’t or shouldn’t speed up.
However, training by distance provides concrete visual cues about how much longer you have to run.
When the brain can process this information, you’re able to kick into another gear and finish harder.
This knowledge is useful if you’re a runner who struggles with the mental aspect of racing. Perhaps
you have trouble pushing yourself or digging deep when a race starts to hurt. If so, training by time,
and implementing some specific workouts, will help you overcome this weakness.
There isn’t a clear winner in the debate between minutes versus miles. Depending on the type of
runner you are and your particular strengths and weakness, one method may work better for you.
Even further, the best method may change given your fitness and the specific aspects of your running
you need to improve during the year. Don’t be afraid to mix it up and add a little of both to maximize
your training this spring.
http://running.competitor.com/2014/02/training/miles-vs-minutes_68078

Sponsors.
Please support our sponsors, they support Vaal Athletic Club.
Our Main sponsor for the Vaal Marathon for 22 Years.

MRG is the industrial roofing and structural specialist. MRG is a registered asbestos removal contractor
Supply and install Stainless Steel, Polycarb, Galvanised, Chromadeck and Nutec sheeting. Design and install lifeline systems.

(PNEUMATIC TOOLS SUPPLIER)
PO BOX 2010
VEREENIGING

3 Houtkop Rd
Duncanville

Tel No:

016 428-1551

Fax No:

016 428-1533

N & R Electronic & Mechanical Supplies (Pty) Ltd
Phone : 016 4284160 Email : nrelect@mweb.co.za
Address : 3 Houtkop Rd, Duncanville, Vereeniging, Gauteng
(Sponsor of our Vaal AC T-Shirts)

Comrades 2018 SPONSOR
The Comrades Jackets

A reminder of our electronic Footprint:
Vaal Athletic Club:
www.VaalAthleticClub.co.za
Vaal Marathon:
www.VaalMarathon.co.za
We are also on Facebook and Twitter. If you have any nice photos of the Club and events to add to
our Facebook page please do so.

